Abstract-Sentence and document similarity assessment is key to most NLP applications. This paper presents a novel measure of calculating the similarity between sentences or between documents using ontology. The similarity is assessed using sentence or document concept vector forming from finding the linkage between ontology terms and sentence or document content, the linage can be used to generate semantic indexes of sentences or document and apply them to implement highly efficient searching algorithms to compute sentence or document similarity, and the difference between the sentence and document similarity measurement is articulated. Results were verified through experiments. Experiments show that this technique is efficient and compares favorably to other similarity measures, and it is flexible enough to allow the user to make comparisons without any additional dictionary or corpus information. We believe that this method can be applied in a variety of text knowledge representation and discovery applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentence in this paper is usually a short text while document is a long text. Many natural language processing applications require that the similarity between sentences or between documents be calculated quickly and reliably. The samples, usually pairs of sentences or documents, are considered similar if they are judged to have the same meaning or discuss the same subject. A method that can automatically calculate semantic similarity scores is much more valuable than simple lexical matching for applications such as question answering (QA), information extraction (IE), multidocument summarization, and evaluations of machine translation (MT). Most existing measures rely not only on ontology knowledge base like WordNet, but also on large text corpora which serve as additional knowledge resources. However, in many applications, especially in domain-based applications, large text corpus cannot be expected to be readily available. Many applications store ontology relations in a relational database, which do not fully represent the rich relations imbedded in the original text collections. In these cases, the similarities between these sentences or documents have to be extracted from the limited representations in the database only. In this paper, we focus on the challenge of assessing sentence similarities or document similarity by using the structural information inherent in a given ontology structure, we propose an unsupervised efficient approach to automatically calculate sentence or document level text similarities based on ontology structure, without using any external knowledge from other training corpora. The main contributions of our work to the field are as follows:
1. A means of deriving direct connecting nodes and relevancy nodes of a text (sentence or document) from its domain ontology is defined. 2. A means of forming text concept vector based on its domain ontology is proposed 3. A means of computing text similarity based on its concept vector is proposed. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section II describes the related work of this paper including related work about sentence similarity and document similarity, section III describes our proposed methods, section IV is the experiment evaluation of the method, and section V gives a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Sentence Similarity
There are mainly three classes of measures that can be used for identifying the similarity between sentences. These are Word Overlap Measures, TF-IDF Measures and Linguistic Measures according to [10] [12] . We listed them in the following tableⅠ.
Analyzing the above three class of sentence similarity measures, word overlap measures is relatively simple. However, in short texts or sentences, word co-occurrence may be rare or even null. This is mainly due to the inherent flexibility of natural language enabling people to express similar meanings using quite different sentences in terms of structure and word content, so deciding sentence similarity by their surface similarity is not reliable [10] ; TF-IDF Measures need a large text corpus for statistics computation, but such a text corpus is hard to obtain in my domain specific application; The linguistic measures outperform other classes of measures in accuracy, precision and recall metrics [10] , but they have relatively low performance. Given two 50 words sentences, linguistic measures need to access WordNet structure 50*50 times for the word similarity computation, so they have to spend at least 2500 times of corresponding word similarity computation time for one pair of sentences.
B. Document Similarity
There are mainly four classes of measures that can be used for identifying the similarity between documents. These are binary similarity models, count similarity models, LSA similarity models, ontology based similarity models. We Listed them in the following table Ⅱ.
Analyzing the above four class of document similarity The size of the intersection of the words in the two sentences compared to the size of the union of the words in the two sentences Simple word overlap fraction [2] The proportion of words that appear in both sentences normalized by the sentence's length IDF overlap [2] The proportion of words that appear in both sentences weighted by their inverse document frequency Zipfian overlap [3] The Zipfian relationship between the length of phrases and their frequencies in a text collection
Corpus based Measures
Computing a cosine similarity between the corpus based vector representations of the two sentences as similarity, a set of words that appear in the sentence pair is used as a feature set LSA [14] Analysis a large corpus of natural language that generate representation to capture semantics HAL [15] Statistics lexical concurrence between words to produce a high dimensional space to compute short text similarity TF-IDF measure [4] Based on the sum of the product of term frequency and inverse document frequency of words that appear in both sentences Identity measure [5] The sum of inverse document frequency of the words that appear in both sentences normalized by the overall lengths of the sentences and the relative frequency of a word between the two sentences Linguistic Measures Utilize semantic relations between words and their syntactic composition, to determine the similarity of sentences Li et al. [9] A linear combination of semantic vector similarity and word order similarity. Mihalcea et al. [6] Six knowledge based word semantic similarity measure [16] - [21] with word specificity scores to form sentence vector to compute sentence similarity. Malik et al. [7] The sum of maximum word similarity scores of words in the same part-of-speech class normalized by the sum of sentence's lengths Islam and Inkpen [11] [13] Semantic word similarity with corpus-based word specification and a normalized and modified version of the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) string matching algorithm. WSD based measure [8] A method based on a comparison of word sense disambiguation and string similarity. [22] Measures similarity as the ratio of common to common and distinctive features. Common Features Model [23] Assumes simply that similarity is measured by the proportion of common features the Distinctive Features based contrast Model [24] Assumes that two stimuli become more dissimilar to the extent that one stimulus has a feature that the other does not Count similarity models Similarity models mainly based on the corpus representations using counts [25] [26] Measures the importance of a word within a document
The global weighting function [27] Measures the importance of a word across the entire corpus of documents, normalized each word using the local weighting function; an inverse document frequency measure, an entropy measure. Local and global weighting functions [26] Local and global weighting functions are used to generate a weighted corpus representation and it is subjected to singular value decomposition Ontology based similarity models Based on ontology like WorldNet or Wikipedia to compute similarity WorldNet based [28] [30] [31] Identifying similar documents based on a conceptual tree-similarity measure Wikipedia based ESA [29] Represent the meaning of any text as a weighted vector of Wikipedia-based concepts measures, similar to the word overlap measures for sentence similarity, binary similarity models is relatively simple, however, natural language enabling people to express similar meanings using quite different words, so deciding text similarity by their surface similarity of their words or phrases is not reliable. Count similarity models and LSA similarity models need a large text corpus for statistics computation, but such a text corpus is hard to obtain in my domain specific application. The existing ontology based similarity methods [31] are usually based on direct word mappings from text to concept, so their similarity computation is also based on literal similarity to some extent.
C. Summary of the Related Work
In summary, a number of methods for text similarity measurement have emerged, and some of them are mature and perform well in specific application. At the same time, each kind of methods has its own shortcomings. The common problems of the sentence similarity and the document similarity computing is that simple measures are not reliable, the statistics measures relay on a additional text corpus, complex measures may have performance problem, and quite a few.of the methods are based on surface similarity instead of semantic similarity.
III. OUR PROPOSED METHODS
In this work we consider ontology as knowledge structures that specify terms, their properties and relations among them to enable share and reuse of knowledge. Ontology collects and organizes terms of references. We represent ontology using a tree based model that reflects structural and semantic relationships between terms. Finding the linkage between ontology terms and sentence content can be used to generate semantic indexes of sentences and apply them to implement highly efficient searching algorithms to compute sentence similarity and document similarity.
A． Sentence Similarity
A.i The Definitions
First we define a tree based ontology which is basic of our method.
Definition 1 (hierarchical concept tree). HCT is denoted as T (N, E)
, a rooted tree where N is the set of concept nodes in the tree and E is the set of edges between the parent/child pairs in T. The semantic coverage of the child concept nodes is the partition of the semantic coverage of their parent concept node. HCT is a kind of tree structure based ontology.
The HCT is the basis of our method, as we represent ontology using HCT that reflects structural and semantic relationships between concepts. Our similarity computation is derived from cosine similarity, which is based on the orthogonality of its components, so the semantic coverage of the concept nodes should be independent. The limits of the semantic coverage of the child concept nodes are the partition (instead of covering) of the semantic coverage of their parent concept nodes. That is, the concepts subsumed by sibling concept nodes are usually non-overlapping; the relationship between two siblings is captured only through their ancestor concept nodes.
How to extract nodes that relevant to a target node is important to our problem, especially it is the key to converting the surface sentence similarity computing to the semantics similarity computing. The nature of the HCT is tree structure, and from tree structure we know that the ancestor concept nodes of any given concept node in the hierarchy subsume its attributes, and its descendent concept nodes inherit them. So we define that the ancestor and descendent concept nodes are relevant to that concept node in definition 2.
Definition 2 (concept node's relevancy nodes). The relevancy nodes of a given concept node in the HCT are its ancestor and descendent concept nodes.
A sentence may be composed of many words, in which some are articles, prepositions, conjunctions and particle, etc. These words are less important to the meaning of sentence, so we discard them when conducting similarity computation. The rest words are key words of the sentence. We map the key words of the sentence to the domain ontology. The sentence direct connecting nodes and relevancy nodes are extracted from ontology in definition 3 and definition 4. As the document relevancy nodes in ontology are not as important as document direct connecting nodes, so we give them less weight w 1 .
A.ii Working Steps of the Measure
Given an ontology is depicted in the following figure 1, two sentence contain key words set T 1 and T 2 . We have four steps to compute the sentence similarity:
Step 1: Map the key words in sentences to concepts in ontology to find the sentence direct connecting nodes.
Given word 1 , word 2 in sentence 1 mapped to concept nodes C 3 , C 4 of the ontology, according to definition 3, C 3 , C 4 are the direct connecting nodes of sentences 1; Given word a , word b in sentence 2 mapped to concept nodes C 2 , C 9 of the ontology, C 2 , C 9 are the direct connecting nodes of the sentence 2, then T 1 and T 2 can be represented as figure 2: Step 2: Expand the direct connecting nodes of the sentence according to their relevancy nodes in ontology.
In figure 1 , according to definition 2, relevancy nodes of C 3 (Rel(C 3 )) are C 1, C 7, C 8, C 9, C 10, relevancy nodes of C 4 (Rel(C 4 )) are C 1, C 2 , according to definition 4, the sentence relevancy nodes of S 1 are Rel(C 3 ) ∪ (Rel(C 4 ).
Relevancy nodes of C 2 (Rel(C 2 )) are C 1, C 4, C 5, C 6 , relevancy nodes of C 9 (Rel(C 9 )) are C 1, C 3, C 7, according to definition 4, the sentence relevancy nodes of S 2 are Rel(C 2 ) ∪ (Rel(C 9 ). The direct connecting node of S 1 and S 2 can be expanded to direct connecting node plus the relevancy nodes: From the above example, we can see that there are no surface overlap between S 1 and S 2 originally, but after expanding with domain ontology, there are overlaps between them.
Step 3: Forming concept vector V 1, V 2 for sentence S 1 , S 2 .
The connections by the relevancy nodes are some "shallow" connections compared to the connections by the direct connecting nodes. So give the relevancy nodes relatively lower weight w 1 (0 < w 1 <1). The dimension corresponds to all concept nodes of ontology in figure 1 . According to definition 5, form the direct connecting nodes and relevancy nodes based sentence concept vector. If we were to list all concept nodes in sequential order of concept vectors according to the tree's breadth-first traversal sequence, we would have the concept vectors: (w 1 , w 1 , 1, 1, 0, 0, w 1 , w 1 , w 1 , w 1 )  V 2 = (w 1 , 1, w 1 , w 1 , w 1 , w 1 , w 1 , 0, 1, 0) Step 4: Compute the sentence similarity using vector cosine similarity.
B． Document Similarity
The weighting of words in document
Sentence similarity and document similarity computing are similar, and we have the similar definition for document like the definition of the document direct connecting nodes and the document relevancy nodes. The main difference between sentence and document is that the document contains more words; the importance of the words differs largely in a document. So unlike the sentence direct connecting nodes were given equal importance to similarity computing, the document direct connecting nodes should have different importance to similarity computing. Recall the previous solution to most of this problem is the tf-idf weighting scheme. The tf-idf weighting scheme is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. The importance increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus. Two intuitions are at play in the tf-idf weighting scheme:
• the more frequently a word occurs in a text document, the more important for the document is it (the term frequency intuition); • the more documents a word occurs in, the less discriminating is it, i.e. the smaller its contribution is in characterizing the semantics of a document in which it occurs (the inverse document frequency intuition).
The idf measure is also known as statistical specificity. Its value is usually extracted from large text corpus. If in some domain application, a large text corpus is not available, but domain taxonomy is usually there. Next we will analysis how to extract the 'idf weight' from a taxonomy structure.
In a tree structure, the upper the concept nodes located, the more abstract of its meaning and the less discriminating is it. The deeper the concept nodes located in a tree, the more concrete of its meaning and the more discriminating is it. Based on the above intuition, the 'idf weight' is generated as follows:
For each taxonomy in the concept vector, the algorithm recursively propagates weights to the parent node until the root node is reached. Weights are assigned to parents according to the following (3):
Where W Parent is the weight of the parent. • W Child is the weight of the child and α is the weight propagation factor.
The weight propagation factor α 2 is used to determine how much of a child's weight is propagated to its parent. When α 2 = 0, the parents will not be assigned any part of the child's weight. Given taxonomy in figure 1 , w c9 =w c10 =1, and the following figure 3 illustrates the weight propagation of other nodes.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Sentence Similarity Measurement
In order to fully evaluate our method, we incorporate all 14 sentences similarity measures of the three classes in reference [10] to compare with our method.
A.i Data Sets
The Microsoft Research paraphrase corpus (MSRP) data set is a known dataset for ground truth of sentence similarity calculation. The dataset includes 1,725 test pairs taken from Internet news articles [32] . Each sentence pair is judged by two human assessors whether they are semantically equivalent or not. Overall, 67% of the total sentence pairs are judged to be the positive examples. Semantically equivalent sentences may contain either identical information or the same information with minor differences in detail according to the principal agents and the associated actions in the sentences. Sentence that describes the same event but is a superset of the other is considered to be a dissimilar pair. Note that this rule is similar to the one used in text entailment task.
A.ii Ontology
WordNet is the product of a Princeton University research project that has attempted to model the lexical knowledge of a native speaker of English [34] . The system uses both online thesauri and online dictionaries to organize each part of speech (such as nouns and verbs) into taxonomies that render each node into a set of synonyms (synset). These synsets are represented as one sense. Words with more than one sense appear in multiple synsets. WordNet also defines the semantic and lexical relations between synsets and word senses Nouns and verbs are organized into hierarchies based on the hypernymy/hyponymy or hyponymy/troponymy relationships between synsets. We use only WordNet nouns and verbs in this work to map words for the sentences in the MSRP data set. Hyponym/hypernym and hyponymy/troponymy relations take up about 80% of all WordNet relations. Strictly speaking, HCT based on WordNet nouns and verbs is not a tree, as there are a few nodes have more than one father. We choose one of its fathers randomly to form our concept vector (experiment show that choosing different father has very small influence on result). Figure 4 is the tree structure in our experiment. 
A.iii Evaluation Criteria
We look into four different evaluation measures, accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure which capture different aspects of semantic similarity. The meaning of them is defined as following: TP: Number of sentences predicted to be similar sentences that actually are similar.
TN: Number of sentences predicted to be dissimilar sentences that actually are dissimilar FP: Number of sentences predicted to be similar that are actually dissimilar FN: Number of sentences predicted to be dissimilar that are actually similar
A.iv Result Analysis
We evaluated the results in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure. The following figure 5 and figure 6 illustrated that the precision and recall values with different similarity threshold (a 1 ) and different relevancy nodes weight (w 1 ). We can see from the cures that the measure obtain similar performance with precision and recall when relevancy nodes weight w 1 >= 0.4.
We choose w 1 = 0.6 as our relevancy nodes weight, the next figure 7 is precision and recall with different similarity threshold value. Figure 8 is accuracy values with different similarity threshold value when w 1 =0.6; we can see that maximum accuracy value is 0.69 when similarity threshold a 1 =0.6.
We evaluated these results in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure. Recall is a proportion of correctly predicted similar sentences compared to all similar sentences. Precision is a proportion of correctly predicted similar sentences compared to all predicted similar sentences. Most methods yield good results for precision or recall, but very few do so for both. Accuracy is a proportion of all correctly predicted sentences compared to all sentences; the higher of the value marks the more accurate of the result. In table Ⅲ, the average precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure of the three kinds compared with our methods are from reference [10] . The average accuracy of word overlap methods is 0.62, the average accuracy of tf-idf methods is 0.63, and the average accuracy of linguistic methods is 0.65, though ours climbed as high as 69% when we use the similarity threshold score 0.6 and relevancy node weight 0.6. F_measure is a uniform harmonic mean of precision and recall. We also obtain the highest F-measure value (0.80) when accuracy equal 69%.
It is noteworthy that the average processing time for one pair of sentence of our measure takes 0.025 second, while on the same computer platform, it take at least 1 minutes averagely for computing the similarity of one pair of sentences for word to word similarity based measures.
B. Document Similarity Measurement
B.i Data sets and ontology
For document similarity, we used the Michael D. Lee document dataset [33] , a collection of 50 documents from the Australian Broadcasting Corporation's news mail service. These documents were paired in all possible ways, and each of the 1,225 pairs has 8-12 human judgments. When human judgments have been averaged for each pair, the collection of 1,225 relatedness scores has only 67 distinct values. Spearman correlation is not appropriate in this case, and therefore we used Pearson's linear correlation coefficient. We used WordNet as base Ontology as in sentence similarity measurement.
B.ii Result analysis
WordNet based document similarity calculation, setting an indirect connection concept node w 2 =0.4 weight, layer decreasing factor α 2 =0.85, get Pearson linear correlation coefficient of 0.55. It can be seen from the literature, based on word overlap similarity calculation method and most corpus-based statistical document similarity calculation method, the best results of linear correlations for Pearson 0.4-0.5; in the method based on the statistics, the LSA similarity model gets the best pearson linear correlation coefficient between 0.5-0.6; some documents based on ontology similarity calculation method based on Wikipedia, for example document similarity calculation by ESA method have higher Pearson linear correlation coefficient, but it is very difficult to apply to domain data. Our document similarity methods can be built based on domain ontology, which do not rely on additional information, compared with the people's judgment, our method has obtained good Pearson linear correlation value, and it is highly efficient.
V. CONCLUSION
Experiments prove that our method compares favorably to related measures, our method perform efficient and does not need any external knowledge from other training corpora. This method allows the user make efficient comparisons between sentences and document based solely on ontological structure without requiring on any additional dictionary or corpus of information. In this way, our approach can be applied directly to any application with domain ontology. We believe this is a very attractive feature in building new applications. 
